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The protester objected to the denial of its te:hnhicai
propoval claiming that the record did not demonstrate that the
evaluationi was unreasonable or inconsistent with the stated
evaluation factors. It was nct improper for the Agency to adjust
the proposed casts to. reflect the agency's estimated cost of
correction of Pevaluated deficiencies in the protester's
technical proposal. There was no requirement that awards be made
to two or more contractors. (Author/SC)
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DIGEST:

1. Protest of agency's technical evaluation of proposal is denied
where record does not demonstrate that evaluation was unrea-
sonable or inconsistent with stated evaluation factors. List-
ing in solicitation of only ina.jor evaluation criteria does not
preclude consideration of subordinate factors reasonably
encompassed within major criteria.

2. Where soliettation' Vpecifically provided that costs would be
adjusted fori realism to determine probable cost to Government,
1icluding any improvements to be require:. by Government, it
w&vs not improper for agency to adjust proposed costs to reflect
age re^y's estimated cost of correction of evaluated deficiencies
in prcatester's technical pronortl.

3. Allegation that agency imnproperlyfaileul to point out weaknesses
during oral discussions to enable their correction through pro-
posal rovisidn is without legal merit whr re agency acted in
accordance with regulation prohibiting such action because of
danger of technical 'leveling".

4. Vdlidtty of a1legaalldn thatf'Protestor was misled by cont.acting
officer into believing that alternate proposals submitted after
date for receipt of IritIal proposals would not be considered is
not esLablished by record.

5. 1REP provision that two or more contracts were to be awarded
for five separat6',areas of work did not require that awards be
made to two or more contractors. Provision was intended to
allow offerors to compete for portion of work and imot to pre-
vent award to same offeror for all portions of work.

Introdtuction and Background

GTE/IS FaciliftieesA Maiagqeient Corporation (GTE) protests the
evaluation of Jhat firm'.9'p ri'opossal by the National Aeronautics and
Spa6e Adnilinistration (NASA) unhder request for proposals (RFP)
No. 5-19300-153, issued by the Goddard Spjace Flight Center (GSFC)J
Greenbelt, Maryland. GTE asserts that NASA "committed several
serious errors in its evaluation of proposals" and that "absent such
errors, [GTE1 would have beer! selected for a * * award * * U* "
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The procurement was for on-site and off-site programing and
analysis support services for five funrctionzal areas identified as (1)
Mission Slupport;''(2) Spacecraft Control; (3) Intormation Prcnessing;
(4) Scientific Dat&a; and (5) Sclentific Application, The RWJP provided
for a cost-plus-award fee contract for a basic period of 24 raonths,
and two options to extend the period of performance by 24 and J2
months respectively.

The RFP specified that the Government intended to award a mini-
mum of two and a maximum of five contracts: one or mnore awards
were to be made on the first three functional areas, and ohe oir more
awards were to be made for the fourth and fifth areas. Offerors were
instructed to prepare a separate technical and cost proposal for each
functional area for which consideration was desired. While propo-
sals submitted in response to the IRP P were required to be based upon
the technical/professional level of effort set forth therein, alternate
proposals were permittetd if an offeror felt that the work could be
accomplished more effi iently with organizational r ns, staffing, or
management other than dese ibed in the RPP.

The RFP provided that proposals would be etraiuated agaihst three
Primary criteria classifications' described as "mission suitability",
cost", and dther factors". 4 .t'coder the classifi6ation of "mission

suitability", the RFP set forth four main factors--contract staffing,
technical approach, project management, and personnel ser ices and
facilities--as well as phase-in plan.

With regard to "cost", the RFP stated that cost proposals would
be evaluated to assess the realism o?) the proposed cost and "to deter-
mine the probable cost to the Government including any improvements
to be required by the Government."

'Other Factors" were descfrbed as factors other than xiiission
suitability and cost, and included organization and management,
business systems, financial capability, company experience and past
performance, labor relations, compliance with request for propasals,
and "additional factors pertinent to the p'rocurerrient. " These factors
were neither weighted nor sdored, but were to be evaluated only to
determine offerors' acceptability or lack thereof.

GTE sub.4'itted proposals for Areas 4'and 5 only. After evaluating
the GTE proposals and those submitted by Computer Sciences
Corporation (CS'C), the incumbent contractor arid the only other offeror
for Areas 4 ao.d 5, NASA determrined that the CSC proposals were more
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advantageous to the Government, and CSC was selected for negotiations
leading to award. The salient portions of NASA's account of the
evaluation and selthctiou are se& forth below:

"GT'Efproposea ir preas 4 and i;?* *, Both proposais are
considered marginailly acceptable. Theldivision of project
management, furctions between the Project Manager and
Technical;3',,iipt e pvie,'or is considered a maJor weakness. Tr
addition, the t6ehnical area performancer was considered
weak due to fragmented woi k definition ind planning proce-
dures, ill defined wark rnordciring technnques, and weak
reporting procedures,

"In area 4, the Project Manager iE considered weak and
eight cf sixteen senior resumed personnel fail to meet the
1FP requirements.

"The Project Manager proposed for area 5 is considered to
be vrery weadk.

"(GTE's]ftlan for Phdse-i, was co'hakered by the Board to
be unaceeptable... The type of re'dhimej"'personnel being
offered, the large number of staff to be hired, hnd the lack
of understanding does not give any confidence that Phase-In
can occur without causing an adverse impact to the on-going
work.

* * :k * *
"In ~~~r~a 4~~ * 1~tirntrlnst ~plus

In area 4, GlwTE i bmitted the lowest esmateo
fee pr~oposal for both the two year and~five year- periods.
The Bo'ard's iassessmeit of therprobable cost of performance
resulted in an! increase in b156ch GTIE's chot and CSC's cost
for both periods. Asi"result the should cost estimate of
CSC's proposal becanme lower than GTE's for the two year
period, exclbsive of P'hase-In costs for GTE.

"In area 5, GzTE submitted the lowest estimated cost plus
fee proposal"for both the two 'and five year periods. The
Boardt s assessment of the probable cost of performance
resulted in an increase in bo5th GTE's and CSC's cost for
both periods. GTE remained low in both periods.
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"CSC's acceptable alternate proposal for the combination of
area 19 2, and 3 contained lower overhead rates .'han for
each area proposed separately. The accidptblol'abternate
which combined all five. areas contained a EiUIU 'ower overhead
rate, No direct comparison could be rmade between CSC
alternates and proposals submitted by any other proposer.

''In the category of Other Factors, all of the firms were
evaluated aia satidfactory. The evaluation of this category
produced no significant dhicriminators. It was noted by
the Board, however, that in area 5, GTE proposed a !

substantial number of resumed personnel from theIr God'ard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS) and National Space Sciences
Data Center contracts. The proposal provided no assurance
that transferring a large percentage of these personnel from

1ISS and the Data Center would not 'oe disruptive or not
ad-.-irsely affect the on-going operation. On the other hand,
an alternate solution for identifying and assigning properly
qualified personnel was not proposed.

* * 5 *

"Area 4 - Scientific Data

~rc was selected for negotiations based on the clear
-riority of its technical proposal. CSC'b proposed cost

.fee, after SEB3 estimates were added to both proposals,
i. slightly lower than GTE.

"Area 5 - Scientific Application

"CSC was selected forAnegotiations based on the clear
superiority of its techrical proponal. The substantial
difference in technical secore more than offsets CSC's
somewhat higher estimnited cost and fee, both before and
after SEB estimates ware added.

"in addition, CSC submitted ain 'aicceptable alternate proposal
covering areas .1-5 which offered a lower cost and fe 'than
the sum of each individual CSC proposal. In light of this
cost savings and CSC's clear technical superiority In each
area, this alternate was selected as the basis for negotiation
of contracts covering areas 1, 2, and 3 and areas 4 and 5."
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#4 iGTE objects to NASA's finding regardingthe purprtod"weaknessea
in'lta proposals. It alsotobjects to the propriety of NASA's iiusting
GTE's proposed coits to reflect those perceived iveaknense.., It further
asseNis; in ronncation with the technical findings and cost adjustments,
that NASA failed to properly utilize oral discussions [whichl rendered
such discussions meaningless. In addition, GTL asserts that it was
misled by NASA into not sub:>I utting dh. alternate propopal sti3equent to
oral, discussions which ultimately worked to its prejudice and gave CSC
an ;9nfair advantage. Finally, GTiber states that the selection of CSC for
award was contrary to the RFP's atatement that at least two contracts
would be awacded because CSC had also been selected for award of a
contract covering areas 1, 2, and 3.

Technical Evaluation

A major weakhe'ss in the GTE prpposals, in the view of the NASA
evaluators.. concetnedj the qualifications of the personnel' proposed
by GTE. NASA, on thi basis of both the'resumeas !ubmiitted with

eproposals and the subsequent orqa di cissIons, found the proposed
ptoject managers 'to be iyeak and other perbonnel to be deficient with';
respect to prior experierice or educationz. In particular, the evaluators
found that the re&urnee dWi! not indicate he extent of certain prior ex-
perience, iziaicated experience which the e'valuatdrs believed wasa not
directly rele'rant to the jobs for which individuals were being proposed,
indicated experience which was not "current", or reflected inadequate
educational qualifications.

GtfE takes exception to vi'iually all of NASA's findings., GTE
states tl.at the experience which1 NASA f6und not to be relevant in fact
was releVant, and that the resumes did provide sufficient ififorxiiation
but that if NASA had any questioiC' in this regard, they could have
easily been taken care Vif through 'ral discussions. GTE further
suggests thht NASA's evaluation of relevant experience was inconsistent
with the RFP because while the RFP required an employee to have
"experience-in the area in which he A'ill'perfornix, " NASA evaluated
en the basis of experience in the particular job capacity proposed for
the individual. GTh alho objects to any deficiency rating resulting from
experience evaluated as not current because the REP 'rffls to state
how recent experience has to be to be rt6garded as current and ne-
glects to mention what type of current experience is needed * * *
(Must the experience be in th6 substantive area in which the employee
is to perform or at the same level at which the employee is resumed?)."
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We have reviewed the resumes at issue against the various require-
ments of the RIFP in light'of the objections interposed by GTE, We find
nothing legally objectionable with respect to the evaluatlon of the reaumes.
NASA's deterniminations as to the relevancy and sufficiency of a particular
Indlvidual's qualification necessarily involve a considerable degree of
subjectivity.

We feel the record demonstrates that the evaluation of submitted
resumes was thorough and was conducted in good faith with due regard
to what was disee6rnible from the resumes themselves. The fact that
NASA's evaluation took Into account prior experience in the proposed
jolt categories, along with the recentness of that experienced does
not 2ontravene anything in the RFP, We think the RFP statements
adequately put offerors on notice of the general areas in which resumes
would be evaluated, and it is well settled that an RFP need not
set forth with spevil'ity the subfactors to be evaluated as long as
they are reasonably subsumed within the general evaluation areas.
See Iroquois llbsea'rch Inrstitute, 55 Comp. Gen. 7817 (1976), 76-1
VTh7 123; Checcl i and Company, B-187982, April 4, 1977, 77-1 CPD
232 and cases cited therein.

With regard to NASA's alleged failure to'jiroper1y utilize oral
discussions to clear up the problems with'the resumed individuals,
GTE, In support of Its contention that had NASA sought clarification
it would have found that the resumed personnel met and surpassed
the requisite qadlifications of the RFP, submitted additional infor-
ntation pertaining to the qualifications of its proposed personnel.

The RFP advised offerors that thiis procuremenit would be conducted
in accordance with NASA Procurement ReIflation Diirective (PRO)
70-15, (Revised) which provides that where the meanihg of a prwos sal
is clear,, and where the evaluators have enough information to assess
its validity, a weakness iilie:cnit in an offeror's management, engineering
or scientific judgment may not be discussed; it is only where NASA
feels a proposal is unclear that it is required to seek further clhrifi-
cation or substantiation. We have recognized the validity of this
approach to oral discussion in connection with the need to avoid technical
transfusion or leveling in cost-reiznbursement type contracts. See
Dynalectron Corporation, et al., 54 Comp. Gen. 562, 570-1 (1071T 75-1
CPm.17,

The record clearly establishes that NASA adhered to the requirements
of PRD'70-15. In the cases of two proposed personnel, uncertainties
as to the quality of their experience (on the basis of their resumes) were
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pursued during the oral discussion 'qessions during which NASA posed
hypothetical questions in an effort td better ajcertain the extent of their
technical experience, In other Instances NASA felt on the basis of the
resumes submitted, that other proposed individuals could be evaluated
without any need to pursueqhe discerned weaknesses with GTE, Since GTE
was on notice of NASA's discussion approach, and since it is the re-
sponsibility0of an offeror to submit a clear and complete proposal,
Joanell tabordtories, Incorporated, 56 COmP, Gen. 291, (1977),
77-1 CPU 51; Nervrite International, Ltd., B-187107, October 8,
1976, 76-2 CPU 325, we think GTE must suffer the consequence of not
having included sufficient information in the proposal.

Other GTE weaknesses, in NASA's view, concerned the proposed
utilization of a quality assurance supervisor to assist the project
mana';:'?r in both Area 4 and Area 5 and the proposed project organi-
zation,

GTE takes exception to NASA's conclusion that the divlsi'3nIf
project management functions between the project mnanpger and'qality
assurance superYisnr was n major weakness. GTE denies thdt it
proposed such a division, bbntehding that the quality assurance
supervisor was proposld;3trictly as a subordinate of the project
manager and was to hav'o&no management rcJpcndibIlities other than
those of any otherltechnical supervisor. GTE states that it resumed
two technical supervidors 'in both Area 4 and 5, but was not asked
if one of these would be the key technical man tq suppbtt the project
manager,. It furthers'ates that it was unrealistic for the project
manager4 tb be the key tPLhnical main in additin tot ;paifftairiing re-
sponsibl'iity for technical ic'Views, personnel administration, weekly
progress reports, -etc., and that GTE therefore was merely re-
sponding*'tthe ilealities of the proj"ct re4q"uirem ents GTE, further
contends that CL:C has for a number of years utilized the identical
pr6ject organization and designated a technical supervisor as a
quality assurance supervisor with the same responsibilities proposed
by GTE for its quality assurance supervisor. GTE asserts that the
oral discussions and its subsequent proposal revision of Marcd 3,
1976 should have left no doubt that it did not propose an additional
person to support the project manager.

NASA's positioii is as follows:

"* * * GTE/IS stated in their letter of March 3, 1976:
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"In recognition of the administrative and overall
rnancsgement demands on the Project Manager,
[GTE] has proposed Project Manager(s) with the
techniclI background and management abilities
to perform at this level. [GTE] has proposodia
Quality Assurance Supervisor who would f'znctioz
as the Technical Dlroedtor for each area. Ina
practbe, the Quality Assurance Supqrvisor would
be unburdened by the required adminfitraLIve
functions associated with managing the contract
and would devote full time and attention to functions
such as task estimating, task Monitoring, and
overall technical quality assurance. In organhzing
in this manner, GTE can assure that the business-
oriented aspects of running the contract are not
compromised by the technical demands.

"The TAC felt that t&his response from GTE/IS aifer
orals was an.attempt to bolsI.er'ihe technical image
of the company and to relieve the Project Manager
of techhiical duties which he seemed unable to prop-
erly conduct based on his performance at oralsy
The TAC findings indicate that the split responsib.lity
between management and technical duties will un-
acceptably degrade overall problem resolving Ability
and will critically dilute project control. A Project
AManager must have knowledge of the area whictf he
manages and this responsibility and related authority
cannot- be delegated. It is trueA that two technical
supervisors were resumed in both Area 4 and 5 and
that GSFC did not ask if one of these supervisors Kx
would be the kay technical man to support 'the Projeqt
Manarger, because GSFC was unaware until after orals
(letter of Ml'arch 3, 197 6) that GTE/IS was proposing this
project structure. The TAC was acutely concerned
about the tecihnical qualifications and directly-relatbd
experience of the person who would serve as the
significant technical leader, and this concern was
demonstrate'd oy the questions addressed to the pro*'
posed Project Managers at orals. If the TAC had been
aware of the prdject structure to be proposed b- .'he
letter of March 3 subsequent to orals, a resume of the
Qua]ity Assurance St pervisor would have been requested
and he would have been questioned at orals if .ncertainties
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regarding his directly-related experience had existed
subsequent to resume evaluation, The requirement for
the ProjnctManager to be a proposed 'key' person was
not only to insure general management competence1 but
also to Insure technicul competence. If the main technical
role Is dql,egated, there no longer is a proposed 'key'
person guairanteed for that roln.

"The statentent that CSC utilizes the same project
organization is false. The same generalized questions
presented by, Mr. Barksdale to the GTE/IS Project Manager
were presented to the CSC Project Manager. GTE/IS
states: 'In diokL Dinizing in thin manner [GTE] can assure
that the business-oriented aspects of running the contra nt
are not compromised by the technical demands. ' It Is
felt that the 'business aspects' should not be compromised;
but just as importantly, the technical aspects should not
be compromised.

"The requirements of a Prbject Manac shompleteiy in
charge of both technical and business a. 4 .ects with lower
level tasks in both areas being delegated to appropriate
personnel must remain. "

GTE 'further excepts to NASA's finding that it lacked a sufficiently
detailed project organization. GTE. states that it wvas improperly
criticized for fragmenited work definition and planning proctidures,
ill-defined work monitoring techniques, and weak reporting pro-
cedures. GTE contends it cleaily indicated that its organization
would adhere to clear lines of authority as, soon as NASA indicated
the number and specifics of tasks to be proposed. Since the REP
did not enumerate either the number of current descriptions of
task, CTE argues that only the incumbent could define a project
organization with any more specificity.

NASA, however, states that the deficiencies found in GTEI's
proposal were not so much the product of insufficient knowledge
of the number and nature of task's but rather the maitner in which
it allocated proposed technical supervisors for various technical
areas:

"The RFP described in some.detall T'he various technical
areas to be addressed. GTE/IS states that the exact
number of tasks and the, number of p6ople on each task
are not made known to the offeror via the RFP. This is

-9
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true. However, the GTEjJSproposal for various functional
areas indicates a severe mfisunderstanding of the work
to be done in Areas 4 and 5. Most'tasks will require a
variety or functions and GTE/ IS' proposal for having
technical supervisors for various l'unctilns was evaluated
an being unworkable. If the offeror had proposed technical
supervisors fo? various toclhlitcal areas, atating clearly
that each technical area would involve a variety of functions,
and if he had stated that he was not sure about the size
and number of tasks in each technical area. this would
have been acceptable. The functional areas proposed
to be covered by technical supervisors wvere judged
to be unacceptable for the specified environmenit, A
typical task might involve a data technician, a progranlmer,
and an analyst. With the proposed structure,t three tech-
nical supervisors would bo required on one tatI!: The
offeror states that in exceptional cases, a sinkable task
manager wculd be assignedto cover a task spanning more
than one function. For effective nianagement, these casta
should be the rule rather than the exception, 'and treating
them as exceptions is not acceptable. At orals, the
offeror sthited that these functional areas would be adjusted
as tasks wvere received; but the proposed structure shoe s
a lack of understanding of the kinds of tasks to be anticipated.
(Note the placing of Production Processing off-site In Area
5.) This project structure shows a lack of understanding
of the area. The statenment that the functional organization
wtill be chanfcd to accommrnodate- the needs of the task is not
acceptable.

GTE and NASA obviously disagree both as to the efficacy of
consolidating all managerrent and technical duties in the project
manager and as to the overall proposed management organiza-
tion. GTE believes it is unrealistic to require the project
manager to bear the burden of being the key technical man in
addition to his managerial responsibilities and fools its proposed
structure will render the project manager more efficient without
abnegation of any of his managerial functions. NASA, on-the
other hand, believes 'that any split of responsibility between
management and technical duties will unacceptably degrade
over-all problem solving ability and dilute project control. As
indicated above, the fact that GTE and NASA disagree does not
render NASA's judgment unreasonable, and we see nothing in the
record which suggests that NASA's evaluation was otherwise
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legally objectionazble. Moreo er, Wj&ith "ekspect tb the manugoment
organization, we StMred in Consitsnts and Designers, Inc.,
B-136301, April 29, 1077, 7r7JPWWF involving a protest
against the award to CSC for Area 1, 'hat:

"While one may disagree with NASA's view of what
cc;nstitutes a gooi management system, we do not
think the NASA view may be considered unreasonabl'1" 

Accordingly, we are unable tocrrclude that NASA's eiu7iuatlon Af
GTE'o proposal with resp4-%t to these areas was arbitrary or

o'lherwise ir.proper,

GTE objects to NAiSA's conclusion that its phase-in plan was
unacceotable becvuse it proposed to ',c'apture" a sUlbisirntial n-1;zber
of CSC's employ..LS currently employed under that tlri..sc incum-
bent contract for this requirement. GTE contends that it proposeul
to 'captur' less thai.wone-third of the seiiior.pnarsontr'l in Areas 4
and 5,, and such a&pcrcentag6ewas dciinonstrably realistic 'n light
of G'rr',s ale'ged captuire rd~ excess of 00 percent for stiilar
Godaird contracts, GTE further objeoits to NASA's downg rrdJing
its propos3al oecause it failed to propbose a back-up plan,, Elnce,
the R1FP did not require a backip plan and even ifit hat.., it would
have been unnecesoary in view of OTE's "cornsezvatiti"" c 4t,..1ure
proposal.

LiPASA advises that GTE', phase-ir plan was dL?,wa12radecd becausca
seven out ofthe ixteen ,resurned persfhnei subtflittid for Ar-ea 0
did not meet require±rmont9, and while thu reu"irmd irArividuta-h pro -
posed for Area 5 exceeded requirenents; they ccwered adequately
only a feiv 'of the areas described by the Stateme'nt of Work. NASA's
reservations as to whether he proposed number of incumbent senior
personnel could in fact be -:_ tred, couplei witht the fact tiat no
back-up plan was provldcao 'in the~ event of fradhre, led to NAilfIaSA's .
havi:.g "serious doubts that UTE will be able to phase-in to this
contract in a satisfactorv Manner. ' 

We fnd ^ho bas's'for, iisagrcein!4 With NASA's coiclusiono. 
Mureover, we note that aith ugh lSroposals (other t'ien tfib incurri-
bent's) were evaluated fcri phase-bn, the over-all tOchnboal scores
did not rdflect that evaluation. In view thereof G'itls relative
teclhnica] scoring was not affected by NASA's conclusions regardieg3
phase-in plan.
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GTE also charges that NASA inproperly evaluated its proposal
by considering the impact of a possible award for either Area 4
or 5 or for both on other contracts iwhich GTE is cizrrently per-
forming for NASA. GTE points out that this was not an evaluation
factor set out in the RFP; that the RFP did not preclude offerors
from offering resumes of personnel working Onl other current NASA
contracts; that the proposed personnel were not critical to those
contracts on which they were already working- and that permission
had been received to include three of them in the proposals.

The record shows that this informxation was presented for
information purposes to the source selection official (SSO). While
it is not ascertainable from the record to what extent the SSO was
concerned with this information, it is clear that the information
was presented under the classification of "Other Factors" and that
GTE received the adjective rating of "acceptable" for "Other Factors."
Accordingly, it appears that the matter had no adverse impact on
GTE's technical score.

In short, we point out that it is not the function of this Office to
evaluate proposals in order to adeetefrine 'fheir relative technical
merits. TGI Coflstructiofl Corporation, et al., 54 Comp. Gen. 775
(1975), 75-1 CPIJ 167; Tecplan Corporation, B-1hO0795, September 16,
1974, 74-2 CPD 169; Decision Sciences Corporation, 13-182558, March 24,
1975, 75-1 CPD 175. 'rhe contracting agency is responsible for de-
termining which technical proposal best meets its needs, since it
must bear the major burden for any difficulties incurred by reason of
a defective evaluation. Training Corporation of American, 13-181539,
December 13, 1974, 74-2 CPD 37. Accordingly, we have consistently
held that procuring officials enjoy "a reasonable range of discretion
in the evaluation of proposals and in the determination of which offeror
or proposal is to be accepted for award, " and that such determinations
are entitled to great weight and must not be disturbed ullless shown
to be anreasonable or in violation of the procurement statutes or ,.
regulations. MIETIS Corporation, 54 Comp. Gen. 812, 614- 5 (1975),
75-1 CPD 44; RIggins and WilTffinson Machine Company, Incorporated,
et al., 54 Conip. Gen.W3(85, 75-1 UPI) MD; 13-178220, Deceinbe 10
1573, As indicated in the above discussion, we find nothing in the
technical evaluation vwhich warrants disturbing NASA's selection.

Cost Adjustment

The RFP provided that cost proposals would be evaluated to:
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"(a) assess the realism of the proposed cost, and
(b) determine the probable cost to the Government
including any improvements to be required by the
Government."

Acting pursuant to this provision, NASA made various cost adjustments
to the GTE proposals to reflect the inadequacies found in the tech-
nical evaluation. GTEB objects to most of the adjustments.

The following adjustments were made:

In Area 4--the salaries for man-years At the GS-13 level wyere
added to GTE's proposed costs, representing the
estimated support GTE would require from senior
NASA personnel because its own resumed personnel
failed to comply with RFP education and experience
requiremnrits.

-- the salaries for five man-years it the GS-13 level
were added to represent the additional NASA support
GTE would require because It was found to be weak
in the area of performing scientific analysis or proc-
essing data from scientific experiments.

-- GTE revised its proposal to add a quality assurance
technicali supervisor to assist the project manager.
However the revised cost proposal failed to reflect
his salai'y; NASA estimated that about half of his
time would be, spent assisting the project manager.
Consequently, NASA added half the average techni-
cal supervisor salary burdened with GTE's overhead
and G&A for two years.

In Area 5--the projecit manager wvas considered deficient. iIt
was NASA's opinion that one man-year of expertise
equivalent to a senior level 0S-15 would be required
to assist the project manager before he could assume
total responsibility without assistance. This salary
was added unburdened.

-- unburdened salaries for eight man-years at the GS-14
level were added because NASA found the proposal
lacking in understandihg of the problems involved in
Area 5 and estimated that additional assistance equal
to 20 percent of the total effort would be required to
elevate performance to an acceptable level.
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-- salaries for two' man-years at the'GS4-14 ievel
were added, representing the'senior'level. ex-
pertise NASA believed would be required before
GTE would be able to handle without assistance
.:11 the tasks which arise under Area 5..

GTE argues that the addition of the foregding costs was mproper
because the RFP failed to provide for such an evaluation factor;
that other offerors wer3 not subjected to this particular adjustment
process; that NASA failed to discuss the perceived weaknesses with
GTE and permit it to correct the weaknesses by the substitution
of individuals more acceptable to NASA with a voluntary increase
in its proposed cost to account for the substitution; and that the
allegedly improper adjustment to GTE's cost proposal resulted in
a "double accounting" procedure since NASA had already downgraded
GTE's technical score.

I I - ~~1'1 i ~ ~ , - iWe do not find these adjustments to be contrary to the RFP.
As we noted above, the RFP specifically provided that cost'pro-
posals would be evaluated, interxalia,, to determine the probable
cost to the Government including any improvementf to$b tre-
quired by the Governrhent. In this regard both NASA's'Soiirce
Evaluation Board (SEB) Manual and PRD 70-15 (Reid'sed)'; instruct
the SEB to estimate the impact on cost'that would resulffrointhe
elimination of correctable weaknesses. NASA reports tiatthis
requirement exists because "(t]o make an ihformed and intelligent
decision, the SSQ [Source Select!Di OfficialJ must have before him
the deficiency, the Government's assessment of its correctability,
and the estimated cost of correction. " We have previously con-
sidered this NASA evaluation approach, finding that no unfairness
is involved and that the approach is a reasonable implementation
of the requirement to evaluate cost realism wheti the awardof a
cost reimbursement contract is contenmplated. B-178667, Dc-ember 24,
1973. We have also stated that "it is not nrcessarily improper to
penalize an offeror twice for a single deficiency under two separate
evaluation criteria." Iroquois Research Institute, IuLraa, at 793.

!t is true that other proposals were not subjected to this
particular type of cost adjustment. NASA reports, however, that
there was no reason for it to do so since the CSC proposals revealed
no technical deficiencies, and offerors (for Areas 1, 2, or 3) were
found significantly lower in mission suitability than CSC with estimated
costs materially higher than CSC's. It was only the GTE proposals
which offered a lover cost than CSC's, and thus it was only the GTE
proposals wvhich realistically required the adjustment in order to
present the SS0 with a comprehensive analysis of cost impact,

Concerning NASA's failuthe to conduct "meaningful discussions"
by pointing out 'weaknesses" during orals so that GTE could correct
them by substitution; of more acceptable personnel, it appears from
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the record that NASA regardedrihe "',weakhesses" as inherent in GTE's
management, engihiering or scientific judgment, or as the result
of GTE's lack of competenice or inve'tiveness in preparing its pro-
pos 1. As pointed out above, NASA] PRD. 7?o15 (Revised) specifically
requires that such weaknesses not be pointed out during discussions
because of the danger' of leveling competing proposals. The record
affords us no basis for disputing NASA's judgment regarding the danger
of leveling in this case.

Single Award

GTE Lalleges that NASA improperly failed'to awaar'd a portion of
the work to a second source, contending that it was NA3A's stated
intention to:'seek to break CSC's dominant position in GSFC work
through enhanced compeiltidon. GTE alleges that this intention was
expressed both in the RFP itself and in statements made by iASA
personnel at a pre-proposal conference.

-This allegation is virtually identfcal to thrt made by Consultants
and Designers, Inc., in its protest againstthe seiediion of CSC for
Area 1. In our decision on that protest, B-186391, supra, we
rejected arguments that NASA had committed itseI Jo making an
award to two or more contractors. We stated!

"IttsLciear to us from the award provision and comments
of the$SEB Chairman that the ritent wajs to preclude an

euion of proposals based oh all five areas of work
and not'to preclude award to one offeror for all areas of
work if that offeror submitted the most advantageous
proposal for each of the five areas of work. We find no
basis to't;ustain C&D's interpretation of the RFP award
provision."

Alternate Proposals

GTE states that it was advised it would not be permitted to
submit an-alternate proposal after nral discussion's but that CSC
was permitted to do so. According to an affidavit submitted by a
GTE official, the contracting officer Udvised him that an alternate
proposal submitted after the time for best and final offers would
be considered a late proposal which NASA might choose not to
consider, and that all alternate proposals must be submitted as
initial submissions to be accepted. GTE states that, as a result,
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it "very hurriedly" pi aparedian alternate proposal for submission
by the initial due date, and NASA's rejection of that proposal
"could well have resulted frotn" this "last-minute preparation"
necessitated by the contracting officer's statement.

The contracting 6fficer, in a rebuttal affidavit, states '.that
he did advise the GTE official that a late alternate proposal might
or might not be accepted in accordance with the provisions of the
RFP but did not say that a late proposal would defiinitely'be'At:-
acceptable. NASA further points out that such a statement would
haae been cetltrary to'NASA Procurement Regulation § 3-802-4(c)
a'j well as the RF.', which provide that late proposals may be
accepted if it wvouicd be to the Government's advantage to do so.

e Fromr'this record, of course, it cannot be determxihedpre-
cisely what GTE was told by the cont. acting officer. We think
it likely, however, that GTE may have misunderstoodlhe contracting
officer, since we think it doubtful that the contractinfiofficeri would
have provided advice contrary to the regula"iins ant] RFP provisions.
Moreover, we fthink GTE, certainly not a novice wlth respect to'
NASA and othert agency procurements, should havc'1 pught clarifi-
cation of what it\inderstood to be the contracting dfficer's position.
In any event, NASA repci Vs that contractor selection was not based
on any offeror's altornat'ai prcoposals. We are unable to conclude
that NASA acted ixmiproperly in connection with this issue.
Accordingly, we find no merit to GTE's contention.

Other Issues

GTE has raised certain other issues concerning the tedmnical
evaluation and the conduct of oral discussions. From GTE's own
submissions, these matters appear to be untimely and therefore
will not be considered on the merits . 4 C. F. R. § 20. 2 (b) (1977).

Conclusion

The record suggests that there are many areai of good faith
disagreement between NASA and GTE. Particularly on the tech-
nical evaluation area, there 'is obviously room for various judgments,
some inconsistent with others, without any of those judgments being ,
arbitrary or capricious. Our review of the record of this procurement
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does not reveal any action on the part of NASA which was contrary
to law or rejulation, without a reasonable basis, or otherwise
improper. Consequently, the protest is denied.

(4~~'4Deputy Comp rollei Genbral
of the TTnltPd States
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